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ABSTRACT




Zhaohuan Zhu, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Physics and Astronomy
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Recent molecular line observations by ALMA have revealed the 3D velocity structure
of protoplanetary disks, providing new insight on the mechanisms of disk accretion and
ring/gap formation. Although the constant α viscous disk model has been widely used to
describe the disk surface density evolution, it may not adequately describe the gas velocity
at different disk heights. By carrying out viscous hydrodynamic simulations, we confirm
that the vertical velocity structure varies considerably between these models. On the other
hand, the surface density evolution of the disk is only dependent on the vertically integrated
stress, and does not depend on a particular vertical stress profile. We also include a planet
in the 3D simulation to study the kinematic signatures of a young protoplanet. The planet-
induced gap causes gas at the gap edge to deviate from Keplerian velocity. This deviation
is constant in the vertical direction up to three scale heights in the disk, and the relation
between the amplitude of the deviation and the planet mass is consistent with previous
iii
relationships derived in 2D simulations. Finally, by removing the planet from the simulation,
most of the velocity structure is unchanged and is thus a product of the gap and not the
planet. The only notable velocity flows induced by the planet appear in the radial velocity
component, away from the planet at the midplane. Overall, axisymmetric observations of
the disk can sensitively probe the structure of the rings and gaps, but they cannot exclude
other mechanisms besides planets as a process for ring/gap formation.
iv
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Protoplanetary disks are thought to be the sites of planetary formation. In recent years,
use of ground-based radio telescopes such as the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA)
has improved our ability to resolve detail in these disks, revealing a wealth of structure
including rings, spirals, and other non-axisymmetric features (e.g. ALMA Partnership et al.
2015; Andrews et al. 2016, 2018). It is often suggested that the dark annular features
observed in the dust continuum are gaps in the material created by protoplanets as they
repel material away from their orbit (for a review, see Andrews 2020). Despite the high
frequency of gaps seen in high-resolution imagery, only a small number of forming planets
have been discovered to date. One notable example is the disk of PDS 70, which contains
two point sources detected by direct observation corresponding to planetary-mass objects
(Keppler et al., 2018; Wagner et al., 2018; Haffert et al., 2019; Christiaens et al., 2019; Isella
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). Many other disks are suspected to contain protoplanets due
to the presence of gaps and spirals in the disk, but their existence is a subject of debate as
these features are not a unique signature of planetary formation (e.g. Follette et al. 2017;
Rameau et al. 2017; Cugno et al. 2019; Brittain et al. 2019).
Besides planets, several other mechanisms are able to form gaps in protoplanetary disks.
Gaps and other axisymmetric structures can be formed by condensation of materials at snow
lines (Zhang et al., 2015; Okuzumi et al., 2016), interaction of the disk material with magnetic
fields (Kretke & Lin, 2007; Johansen et al., 2009; Suriano et al., 2017; Bai & Stone, 2014;
Hu et al., 2019), dust-gas secular gravitational instabilities (Takahashi & Inutsuka, 2014;
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Tominaga et al., 2020), and indirectly from the spiral arm generated by a planet orbiting at
a different radius (Bae et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2017). Determining which of the observed
gaps actually host a planet is an ongoing process and an area of active research.
Thanks to ALMA’s high sensitivity to molecular lines, sub-thermal kinematic motion in
protoplanetary disk has been recently probed, and such kinematic information provides more
direct evidence of a planet in a disk (Teague et al., 2018; Pinte et al., 2018). Two different
methods have been developed to extract a disk’s kinematic information from molecular lines.
Pinte et al. (2018) uses high spectral-resolution channel maps to probe the region of the disk
whose velocity structure is significantly disturbed by the planet. Such a non-axisymmetric
disturbance is due to the horseshoe and circumplanetary motion around the planet (Perez
et al., 2015; Pérez et al., 2018), forming a “kink” in the channel maps. For the other method,
Teague et al. (2018) assumed that the disk flow is mostly axisymmetric, and extracted the
axisymmetric flow velocity by averaging the kinematic information along the disk’s azimuthal
direction. With this averaging process, sub-thermal axisymmetric deviations from Keplerian
motion can be extracted.
Teague et al. (2018) analyzed the rotational velocity structure in the gaps of disk HD
163296 and found super-Keplerian and sub-Keplerian velocities at the gap edges that could
be explained by planets of 1MJ at 100 AU and 1.3MJ at 165 AU. In a later work (Teague
et al., 2019), they examine the two-dimensional velocity components of HD 163296, and
find evidence of meridional flows in the atmosphere above the gaps. Such meridional flow
also resembles the flow structure in 3D planet-disk interaction simulations (Fung & Chiang,
2016).
The relationship between the deviation from Keplerian motion at the gap edge and the
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mass of the embedded planet has been derived in Zhang et al. (2018) and Gyeol Yun et al.
(2019), who have carried out a number of 2D simulations. Molecular lines are strongly
produced at the disk surface, so it is unclear if such a relationship still holds at the disk
atmosphere, where the molecular lines are produced.
On the other hand, the relationship between the ”kink” velocity and the planet mass has
not been derived. Pinte et al. (2018) and Pinte et al. (2019) derived the observed planet
mass by comparing the observed channel maps with synthetic channel maps from numerical
simulations. Although such an approach provides a robust estimate on the planet mass, it is
time consuming and computationally expensive for a large number of disks (e.g. Pinte et al.
(2020)).
Besides probing the existence of a planet, Dullemond et al. (2020) uses the deviation from
Keplerian velocity to study the disk’s surface density profiles, assuming that such a deviation
is due to a radial pressure gradient in the disk. Dullemond et al. (2020) find that the disk
around HD 163296 has a rather abrupt outer edge with Σ ∝ exp(−(R/Rd)2), suggestive of
outside-in photoevaporation or truncation by an unseen companion.
In this paper, we explore how both the density evolution and velocity structure of a
viscous disk depend on its vertical stress profiles, and how an embedded planet can affect the
disk’s 3D velocity structure. Meridional flow exists in disks even without gaps (Urpin, 1984;
Kley & Lin, 1992; Rozyczka et al., 1994), and its structure sensitively depends on the vertical
stress profile of the disk. We further argue that the axisymmetric velocity measurements
mentioned above are necessary but not sufficient for inferring the existence of a planet.
Although the planet can induce a deviation from Keplerian motion, the rotational velocity
is mostly determined by the gap itself and meridional flow is also similar between disks with
3
and without the planet. The planetary signatures for the azimuthally-averaged velocity only
show up at a few particular radii. Thus, a more detailed analysis of the protoplanetary disk’s




A few key results from the viscous disk theory are reviewed in this section, starting from
one-dimensional surface density evolution and extending to two-dimensional meridional cir-
culation. Motivated by recent MHD simulations showing that the disk accretes in the radial
direction under the spherical polar coordinate system, we also derive meridional circulation
in spherical polar coordinates, to better compare with our simulations in Section 3.
1D Disk Evolution





















The analytical solution of this equation has been derived in Lynden-Bell & Pringle (1974).
For a Keplerian disk with
ν ∝ Rγ , (2.2)


































and the scaling factors for the surface density, radius, and time in this similarity solution
are C, R1, and ts, respectively. Note that the surface density at one specific time follows









where R2 = R1T
1/(2−γ). The widely used relationship Σ ∝ R−1 exp(−R/R2) (e.g. Hart-
mann 1998; Andrews et al. 2009) is a special case where γ = 1. Considering that ν = αc2s/Ω,
a value of γ = 1 corresponds to a constant α value in a disk and having T ∝ R−1/2 (close
to the temperature of a passively irradiated disk). Recent kinematic measurements from
Dullemond et al. (2020) have suggested that, at the outer edge of disk HD 163296, the disk
surface density falls faster than exp(−R/Rd) and is closer to exp−(R/Rd)2. Instead of a
sharp drop-off caused by external sources, such as photoevaporation or an unseen companion,
this may imply a viscosity power law of γ < 1, causing α to decrease with radius.
2D Meridional Circulation
If the viscous disk’s vertical structure is also considered, the disk’s 3D flow structure can
be self-consistently solved using the fluid equations in the R − z plane. The resulting flow
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pattern shows meridional circulation.
Assuming that the initial density profile at the disk midplane is






and the temperature profile is constant on cylinders






hydrostatic equilibrium in the R− z plane requires that (e.g. Nelson et al. 2013)

























p/ρ is the isothermal sound speed, vK = ΩKR =
√
GM∗/R is the Keplerian
velocity, and H = cs/ΩK is the disk scale height.


















where δvφ = vφ − RΩK , and T includes the turbulent Reynolds stress, Maxwell stress,
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and viscous stress. This equation applies to axisymmetric flows as well as non-axisymmetric
flows simply by replacing every term with its azimuthally averaged counterpart.












after neglecting higher order terms ((H/R)2 and above). For viscous fluids, TRφ =




































Thus, at the midplane (z = 0), the radial flow is outwards if 3s + 3p + 2q + 6 < 0. For
a “typical” disk, s = 0, p = −2.25, q = −0.5, so 3s + 3p + 2q + 6 = −1.75 and the radial
flow is outwards at the midplane, switching to inwards at the disk surface as the last term
in Equation 2.14 increases.
On the other hand, MRI turbulence will mainly contribute to the R − φ stress unless














Equations 2.14 and 2.15 have been derived in various forms before ((Urpin, 1984; Kley &
Lin, 1992; Rozyczka et al., 1994; Takeuchi & Lin, 2002; Fromang et al., 2011; Jacquet, 2013;
Philippov & Rafikov, 2017).
However, all of the previous derivations are based on the cylindrical coordinate system
(R, φ, z). Meanwhile, recent studies have suggested that the direction of accretion flow is
more spherically aligned (Zhu & Stone, 2018), and thus requires the use of spherical-polar
coordinates (r, θ, φ). In this coordinate system, the r−φ and θ−φ stress play different roles
on disk accretion. Thus, we derive meridional circulation in spherical-polar coordinates,
which also makes it easier to compare with our direct numerical simulations in Section 3.




















where vK = rΩK . Again assuming steady or axisymmetric flows and ignoring second





























Assuming µ = ρν and α = α0(r/r0)












One particular stress profile that is motivated by MHD simulations is stress that is
vertically uniform until a certain number of disk scale heights (z = hcutH) (Fromang et al.,










0 |z| > hcutH
(2.20)
so that the vertically integrated stress
∫
µdz = αΣc2s/Ω. If µ can be written as a power-
law profile, e.g. µ0(r/r0)
η within hcutH, the radial velocity within this region is








where η = s+ p+ q + 1.5.
The above derivations show that different assumptions of the vertical stress profiles lead
to dramatically different meridional flow structures. The analytical solutions for the merid-
ional circulation patterns (Equations 2.14, 2.15, and 2.21) will be compared with our direct
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numerical simulations in Section 3 to verify our direct numerical approach. On the other
hand, in Section 4, we will demonstrate that the vertical stress profiles have little effect on





We solve the compressible Navier-Stokes equations using the grid-based magnetohydro-
dynamics (MHD) code ATHENA++ (Stone et al., 2020). For our simulations, we adopt the
spherical polar coordinate system (r, θ, φ).
2D Disk Simulations
We first carry out 2D simulations in the (r, θ) plane to verify our code by comparing the
results with equations 2.14, 2.15, and 2.21. We set up the disk in the domain r = [0.3, 3.0],
θ = [π/2 − 0.5, π/2 + 0.5]. We use 112 logarithmically spaced cells in the r direction and
48 uniformly spaced cells in the θ direction. The disk setup follows Equations 2.7 to 2.10
with H/R = 0.1 at r = 1, p = −2.25, and q = −0.5. We adopt a reflecting boundary
condition in the θ direction and fix the inner radial boundary at its initial value throughout
the simulation. The disk is locally isothermal with a cooling time of Tc = 0.01 orbital times
(Zhu et al., 2015) and a viscosity α = 0.01. We have carried out three simulations with
the full viscous stress (Eq. 2.13), only the r − φ stress, and the uniform stress (Eq. 2.20)
with hcut = 4. The disk radial velocities at r = 1 and t = 30 T0 are shown in Figure 3.1,
where T0 = 2π/Ω0 is the orbital time at r = 1. At 30 orbits, the meridional circulation
has been fully established. The dotted curves in Figure 1 are the analytical solutions from
Equations 2.14, 2.15, and 2.21 with the appropriate parameters (for these equations, z and
R are calculated using r and θ of each grid cell). We see good agreements between the
simulations and the analytical solutions.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the disk velocity (solid curves) to the analytic equations (dotted
curves) at r = 1. The disk achieves this profile at a time of t = 30 T0 at r = 1. The
three analytical curves represent Equations 2.14, 2.15, and 2.21 with α0 = 0.01. The radial
velocity structure is significantly affected by different vertical stress profiles, even though all
three cases have the same vertically integrated r − φ stress.
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After verifying the code, we carry out a set of simulations to study the disk surface
density evolution for disks with these different stress profiles. These simulations are similar
to the previous set of simulations with a few modifications. To study the surface density
evolution, we initialize the gas density as a Gaussian bump at r = 1 using a width of 0.1.
We also allow γ to vary in Eq. 2.2 so that α can vary with radius. For these simulations,
we use 680 logarithmically spaced cells in the radial direction from r = [0.1, 20] and 128
uniformly spaced cells in the polar direction from θ = [π/2 − 0.5, π/2 + 0.5]. We adopt
reflecting boundary conditions in the θ direction and outflow boundary conditions in the r
direction. The simulations are run for a time of 200 T0.
3D Planet-Disk Interaction Simulations
After studying the disk surface density evolution under different stress profiles, we carry
out viscous simulations in 3D to study the disk’s velocity structure as it is influenced by a
young planet. The simulation domain covers a range of r = [0.3, 0.0], θ = [π/2−0.5, π/2+0.5],
and φ = [0, 2π]. The domain is divided into 112 logarithmically spaced cells in r, 48 uniformly
spaced cells in θ, and 152 uniformly spaced cells in φ. The number of cells in the φ direction
is half the number required to ensure square cells in the r − φ plane; since many of the
velocity quantities in this paper are azimuthally averaged, this reduction in cells is expected
to have a small effect.
To initialize the density profile of the disk, we numerically integrate the density at each









As with the 2D simulations, we use power-law exponents of p = −2.25 and q = −0.5
for the density and sound speed profiles, respectively. This gives the disk a surface density
profile of Σ ∝ r−1, consistent with observations of older protoplanetary disks (Andrews et al.,
2009). The disk is locally isothermal with a cooling time of Tc = 0.01 and has a constant
aspect ratio h/r = 0.1 throughout. We use reflecting boundary conditions in the θ direction
and fix the radial boundary conditions to their initial values throughout the simulation.
The disk velocity is initialized with only the rotational component vφ. To initialize the
radial velocity profile, we allow the disk to evolve for a period of 25 T0 and allow the gas to
settle to a steady state. With no initial velocity in the r− θ plane, the radial velocity of the
disk will settle towards the profile given by Equation 2.14. Once the radial velocity of the
disk is established, we add a planet on a circular orbit at a distance of r = rp = 1 from the
central star. The planet’s mass is increased over the next 25 orbits from zero up to its full
mass Mp. The gravitational potential of the planet is written as a second-order potential






where rs is the smoothing radius. We choose the value of rs to be 0.1 Hill Radii for each
simulation. After reaching its full mass, the planet continues to orbit the star and open a
gap in the disk for another 450 planetary orbits, giving the simulation a total time of 500 T0.
The 3D simulations have the disk viscosity α and the final planet mass Mp as free param-
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eters. We choose final planet masses of 1 and 10 Jupiter masses and constant-α viscosities of
10−2 and 10−3, creating a total of four different simulations. In order to examine the effect of
MHD disks on meridian circulation, we also run an additional simulation with a final planet




Disk Density Evolution With Different Stress Profiles
Figure 3.1 shows that the disk’s velocity structure is significantly affected by different
vertical stress profiles. At two disk scale heights (θ ∼ 1.37), the uniform stress case has a
radial velocity . 0.001cs, while the full stress case has a velocity of & 0.01cs. However, at
three disk scale heights (θ ∼ 1.28), the velocity in the uniform stress case quickly increases
to & 0.015cs. Note that all three cases in Figure 3.1 have the same vertically integrated
r − φ stress, which means that they have the same α value in the traditional 1D viscous
disk theory. Considering that strong molecular lines (e.g. CO) will mostly trace the disk
atmosphere, the probed velocity measurements will be very sensitive to different vertical
stress profiles in the disk, even if the different profiles correspond to the same α value in 1D
disk evolution.
These different vertical stress profiles with largely different velocity structures raise the
question of whether the 1D disk model can capture the disk evolution properly, i.e. if the
surface density evolution of the 3D disk models is also affected by the detailed vertical stress
profiles. Thus, we carry out 2D axisymmetric simulations using different stress profiles in
the disk to study the spread of a Gaussian bump. The results are shown in Figure 4.1.
With the same vertically integrated stress, all the simulations with different vertical stress
profiles (black, blue, and red solid curves) show exactly the same surface density structure
at 200 T0, following a power law r
−1 before the exponential decrease (Equation 2.6). This
demonstrates that the details of the vertical stress profile do not affect the disk surface
17
Figure 4.1: Viscous disk evolution for disks with different stress structures. The Gaussian
profile at r = r0 is the initial condition. All other curves are the disk surface density at 200
T0 where T0 is the orbital time at r = r0.
density evolution, and the traditional 1D viscous model is sufficient for studying the disk
surface density evolution.
Figure 4.1 also shows cases whose vertically integrated stress varies along the radial
direction along a steeper or flatter profile than ν ∝ R1. In the case where the vertically
integrated stress changes slower with radii (e.g. γ = 0 in Equation 2.2, causing α ∝ R−1
with T ∝ R−1/2), the surface density follows a flatter power law and a steeper exponential
decrease, as predicted by the 1D model in Equation 2.6.
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Figure 4.2: Radial surface density profiles for the α=0.01 simulations (left) and α = 0.001
simulations (right). Blue curves indicate a planet of 1 Jupiter mass, and orange curves
indicate a planet of 10 Jupiter masses.
Disk Velocity Structure During Planet-Disk Interaction
Figure 4.2 shows the disk surface density profiles at t = 500 T0, when the gap is fully
opened by the planet. Blue curves represent 1MJ simulations while orange curves represent
10MJ simulations. The gray shaded regions denote the width of the planet’s Hill sphere for
1 and 10 Jupiter masses. Larger gaps are formed in the presence of higher mass planets or
lower viscosity disks.
The midplane of the α = 0.01 and 10MJ case is shown in Figure 4.3, with panels showing
the gas density ρ, the radial velocity vr, and the deviation from Keplerian velocity δvφ. The
density panel shows the gap created by the planet. The radial velocity, shown in the middle
panel, outlines the spiral wake generated by the planet. For both the inner and outer spirals,
the region of the disk outside the spiral has a negative vr, while the region inside the spiral
front has a positive vr. The gap itself is not apparent in the vr panel. On the other hand, the
sub/super-Keplerian regions in the δvφ velocity (right panel) trace the edges of the gap very
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Figure 4.3: Midplane cuts of the α = 0.01, M = 10MJ simulation at t = 500 T0. In
each panel, a horseshoe trajectory is also plotted within the gap region. Left panel: Gas
density. Middle panel: Radial velocity, scaled to the Keplerian velocity at r = 1. Right
panel: Deviation from Keplerian velocity, scaled to the Keplerian velocity at r = 1.
well. The disk is super-Keplerian (positive δvφ) at the outer gap edge, and sub-Keplerian
(negative δvφ) at the inner gap edge. In all panels, the streamline of a horseshoe trajectory
(starting at the red point) is plotted and outlines the gap region. From these velocity maps,
we can conclude that vr traces the spiral while δvφ traces the gap.
The region around the planet is significantly affected by the planet’s gravity in both the
vr and δvφ panels, which can be probed by the distortion in the velocity channel maps (Pinte
et al., 2018). The large velocity around the planet is associated with the spiral wake, which is
strongest close to the planet. The circumplanetary region can be divided into two parts: the
region that is bound to the planet (the circumplanetary disk), and the unbound region which
circulates between the planet and the star (Lubow et al., 1999). The bound circumplanetary
disk has a circular motion around the planet, so the blue-shifted and red-shifted velocity
will roughly cancel out in the velocity channel maps assuming the circumplanetary disk is
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Figure 4.4: Vertical slice of the α = 0.01, M = 10MJ simulation at t = 500 T0. Background
contours show gas density. Dashed circle on the right wedge denotes the planet’s Hill radius.
Vectors denote the gas velocity, scaled to the local sound speed.
within one observational beam; this is normally the case since the circumplanetary disk is
quite small (. 0.4RH , where RH = (Mp/3M∗)1/3a, Martin & Lubow 2011). Thus, we will
only focus on the unbound region for studying the velocity distortion.




φ in the region close
to the planet. In Figure 4.5, we plot vmax = max(δvK) for each of the 3D simulations against
the final planet mass Mp. To ensure we do not measure the velocities of the circumplanetary
disk, we ignore values within the planet’s Hill sphere while calculating vmax. Our best fit for





where vK is the planet’s Keplerian velocity around the star. If we apply Equation 4.1
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Figure 4.5: Maximum deviation from Keplerian velocity vmax versus planet mass Mp. vmax
is scaled to the local Keplerian velocity. Triangle and pentagon markers correspond to
disk viscosities of α = 0.001 and α = 0.01, respectively. The gray line represents a linear
relationship between vmax and Mp, as described in the text.
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to the observation in Pinte et al. (2018), the 0.15vK deviation in their Figure 1 corresponds
to a 5.4MJ planet around a 1.9M star. This is higher than the 2MJ value in Pinte et al.
(2018), derived by comparing the channel maps between observations and direct simulations.
We note that our fit in Figure 4.5 does not depend on the choice of α. Even if α changes
by an order of magnitude (in the Figure, α = 10−3 and 10−2), the maximum velocities for
both 1MJ and 10MJ cases are almost identical. Thus, we can safely use this relationship to
derive the unknown planet mass with a minimum impact from the unknown disk viscosity.
From this perspective, it serves as a more robust method to derive the planet mass than
using properties of the gap (e.g. Zhang et al. 2018), which depends on α and the gas scale
height.
The independence of vmax on α indicates that the maximum velocity is not related to
the disk’s accretion process. Instead, it is more likely dominated by the planet-disk grav-
itational interaction. For massive planets (e.g. 10MJ), the circumplanetary region is well
separated from the background disk, and we expect that the maximum velocity of material
in a horseshoe orbit should scale with the free-fall velocity to the edge of the circumplanetary
disk. Since the circumplanetary disk has a size of . 0.4RH , the unbound flow will have a







For a 10MJ planet around a solar mass star, vesc = 0.58vK , which is close to our measure-
ment of 0.5vK . On the other hand, the escape velocity scales with M
1/3
p , while our fitting
shows a linear scaling as Mp increases. For a 1MJ planet, the escape velocity at 0.4RH is
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higher than our measured vmax. We attribute this to the fact that the gaps created by 1MJ
planets are shallower, and the gas flow is therefore significantly affected by the gas pressure
within the shallow gap.
Figure 4.6 shows the azimuthally averaged profile of the disk in the r − θ plane at
t = 500 T0. All velocities are scaled relative to the local sound speed. The gas velocity is
shown as black arrows, while the background color denotes the gas rotational speed. Blue
and red areas denote regions of sub- and super-Keplerian rotation, respectively. Meridional
flows are visible in all simulations around the planet’s Hill radius (denoted by the orange
circle at r = 1). The circulation is stronger in disks with a deeper gap depth. To maintain
figure readability, we display vectors every three grid cells, and exceedingly large velocities
(which typically occur towards the disk atmosphere) have been omitted.
Although the meridional flow in Figure 4.6 is regarded as evidence for the presence of
an embedded planet (Teague et al., 2019), it is important to note that such flow is highly
non-axisymmetric in nature. As shown in Figure 4.4, though the planet’s gravity leads to
strong inflow motion at the planet’s polar direction (Tanigawa et al., 2012; Fung et al., 2015;
Szulágyi et al., 2016), such inflow is localized at the planet’s location. On the other side of the
disk (φ = φp + π), no such meridional motion is present. Thus, understanding whether the
observed meridional motion is truly axisymmetric (similar meridional patterns at different
φ values) or whether it occurs in a local part of the disk is important for confirming if the
flow is of planetary origin.
A detailed examination of the gas velocity across the entire disk in shown in Figure 4.7.
We examine each velocity component across the entire (cylindrical) radial domain at equally
spaced values of constant θ. These lines act to slice the disk along different scale heights.
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Figure 4.6: Disk velocity structure for each of the four simulations. Black arrows denote the
azimuthally averaged velocity flow in the (r, θ) plane. Background colors denote the devia-
tions from normal Keplerian rotational velocity, with red colors indicating super-Keplerian
flows and blue colors indicating sub-Keplerian flows. The orange circle denotes the planet’s
Hill radius. Some vectors are omitted for clarity; see text for details.
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Figure 4.7: Velocity profiles for each of the four simulations. Top Row : differential azimuthal
velocity. Gray curves are surface density curves shown in Fig. 4.2. Middle Row : Radial
velocity. Bottom Row : Poloidal velocity. All speeds are normalized to the local Keplerian
speed. Different colors represent different scale heights in the disk. Shaded regions represent
the extent of the planet’s Hill radius.
All of our poloidal cuts are taken on the upper half of the disk; any cuts on the lower half
would be largely identical, save for a change in the sign of vθ. Note that this is a simple way
to analyze the disk velocity at different scale heights and may not reflect the disk’s actual
h/r profile. In fact, examining the polar cuts in Figure 4.6 (visible as gray dashed lines in
the upper half of the disk) shows that some simulations may no longer follow a constant h/r.
We plot the azimuthally averaged velocities at the end of the simulation (t = 500 T0), and
remove all cells within the Hill sphere of the planet to remove local effects from the planet’s
vicinity. As the number of θ cells in our simulations is even, we calculate the midplane
velocity by averaging the two cells just above and below the midplane.
All plots in Figure 4.7 show a vertical shift as one moves vertically upward from the
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disk midplane, due to the gas pressure gradient. The displacements are larger in disks with
smaller perturbations relative to the disk Keplerian speed (this is also true relative to the
local sound speed, since h/r = cs/vφ is assumed a constant). Comparing similar parts of the
curves in Figure 4.7, the magnitude of the velocity induced by the pressure gradient is at
most a few percent of Keplerian velocity.
The top row of Figure 4.7 shows the deviation from normal azimuthal velocity δvφ.
Close to the planet, the curves below 3 scale heights show the same characteristic signature
described in Teague et al. (2018). By comparing these curves with the surface density
plots (redrawn at the top of the figure), we find that the points of minimum and maximum
deviation correspond to the points of steepest pressure gradient, and the magnitude of the
deviation is roughly equal to the value of the pressure gradient at the gap edges. Above
3 scale heights, the residual velocities become highly negative, larger than expected for
the given planet and disk parameters. In the next section, we discuss how this velocity
signature scales under different planet and disk parameters, and how the scaling changes
across different parts of the disk.
The disk radial velocities (Fig. 4.7, middle row) show a similar disturbance to the az-
imuthal velocities in the vicinity of the planet. These features are the signatures of the
planet-driven flows as it moves material out of the gap. Interior to rp, there is a decrease
in the radial velocities, while exterior to rp there is an increase. This is the most apparent
in the 10MJ simulations. These flows are strongest at the disk midplane and weaken as
one moves vertically in the disk; for most of our simulations, the flows are no longer visible
above 2 scale heights. Some simulations show a reversed radial flow direction in the disk
atmosphere, i.e. vr decreasing interior to rp and increasing exterior to rp. This reversal may
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correspond to material inflow at the surface of the gap. The appearance of these local ex-
trema in the radial velocity channel is a velocity signature unique to the planet and may be
useful in determining the existence of a planet in an observed gap. In Chapter 5, we examine
this idea further by comparing the velocity fields of gaps with planetary and non-planetary
origins.
Gas inflows are visible in the disk poloidal velocities (Fig. 4.7, bottom row), as velocity
peaks at the planet’s orbital radius. The inflow pattern is visible for several scale heights,
though the magnitude of these features is not as large as the δvφ signature. Since the data
is Figure 4.7 is taken from the upper half of the disk, inflows appear as a bump of positive
vθ near r = 1. We note that, for the 10MJ simulations, additional inflows are visible outside
of the planet’s orbital radius; this is also visible in Figure 4.6. We do not assume a zero
midplane velocity in our simulations, but we do not see any significant polar flows across the
midplane in these averaged velocity plots.
Behavior at Disk Atmosphere
Previous works (Zhang et al., 2018; Gyeol Yun et al., 2019; Kanagawa et al., 2015) have
studied the deviation from Keplerian velocity produced at the gap, and how these deviations
change with different disk parameters. These studies have found a relationship between the
parameters of the planet-disk system and the amplitude of the velocity deviations ∆ (δvrot)
(measured from the sub-Keplerian minimum interior to rp to the super-Keplerian maximum
exterior to rp). The dependence of ∆ (δvrot) on the planet-disk parameters is commonly





αpc and the power-law
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Figure 4.8: The deviation amplitude ∆ (δvrot) plotted for different fitting parameters K.
Left: Using the fitting parameter from Kanagawa et al. (2015) and the best-fit equation
from Gyeol Yun et al. (2019). Right: Using the fitting parameter and best-fit equations
of Zhang et al. (2018). Best-fit equations are shown in gray. Colors are used to represent
different scale heights, as in Fig. 4.7. The triangle and pentagon markers correspond to
α-viscosities of 0.001 and 0.01, respectively, following the convention used in Zhang et al.
(2018).
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exponents pa, pb, and pc are to be determined.
Gyeol Yun et al. (2019) conducted a parameter study using 2D gap-opening simulations















In a different parameter study by Zhang et al. (2018), both K and ∆ (δvrot) are fit to the







∆ (δvrot) = 0.11K
0.80
vr (4.5)
Both of these parameter studies used 2D hydrodynamic simulations, and thus were unable
to study how ∆ (δvrot) is affected as one moves vertically within the disk. In Figure 4.8, we
plot ∆ (δvrot) across the vertical extent of the disk for both fitting parameters K and Kvr .
The best-fit curves are also plotted using Equations 4.3 and 4.5. Our values for ∆ (δvrot) are
consistent with the best-fit curves when measured below 3 scale heights.
At 4 scale heights, closer to the disk atmosphere, we find that ∆ (δvrot) departs strongly
from the expected behavior and increases substantially to roughly order unity. Since δvφ =
vφ − RΩK = vφ − vK , the large values of ∆ (δvrot) suggests that vφ is changing by nearly
the local Keplerian velocity in the vicinity of the gap. Examining the azimuthal velocities
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in Figure 4.7 shows that the super-Keplerian peak in δvφ is . 10% of Keplerian velocity at
4 scale heights, suggesting that most of the contribution to ∆ (δvrot) is from sub-Keplerian
motion. A possible interpretation of this feature is that in the vicinity of the gap, material in
the disk atmosphere is not rotationally supported and instead loses nearly all of its rotational
velocity to fall directly towards the star. This difference is more pronounced for disks with a
high value of K, i.e. disks with larger planets, larger scale heights, or lower disk viscosities.
Molecular tracers, such as the J = 2 − 1 CO transitional line, can be used to measure
velocities in the disk atmosphere (Isella et al., 2018). Since our models suggest ∆ (δvrot) is
not the same in the disk atmosphere as it is in the midplane, planet masses inferred using




The methods of planet inference used in Teague et al. (2018) and Teague et al. (2019)
are strong signatures of a local decrease in the gas surface density. For the gas, there is an
outward radial force due to the pressure gradient dP
dr
; the change in the pressure gradient due
to the gap causes a change in the azimuthal velocity vφ. The strength of the inflows observed
in the disk atmosphere is also a function of gap depth, as the flows angle more strongly in the
polar direction as they pass over the gap. However, neither of these is a direct signature of
an embedded planet; a gap created by non-planetary means with a similar gap depth would
exhibit the same deviations in azimuthal velocity and gap inflows, despite no planet existing
within the gap.
We wish to compare the velocity fields in gaps created by planetary and non-planetary
methods in order to identify any velocity signatures that are unique to the planet. To do
this, we extend our simulations by removing the planetary mass and simulating an additional
time of 50 T0. Without the gravitational influence of the planet, the gap slowly closes due to
viscous spreading, and any unique planetary signatures are dispersed. This roughly mimics
the gaps created by non-planetary methods, even though no additional physics has been
implemented.
A snapshot of the original ”planetary” gap is compared to the new, ”non-planetary” gap
in Figure 5.1 for the simulation of α = 0.001 and Mp = 1MJ . The two snapshots are chosen
such that the gap depth Σ/Σ0 in both snapshots is nearly the same. Though we only show
one simulation in this figure, the behavior is roughly the same across all of our simulations.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the disk velocity for ”planetary” and ”non-planetary” gaps in
the α = 0.001, M = 1MJ simulation. Left column: snapshot with a planet opening the
gap. Right column: snapshot 10 orbits after removing the planet from the gap. From top
to bottom: Azimuthally averaged velocity profile in the r − θ plane, zoomed in on r = 1;
azimuthal, radial, and poloidal velocity components, as presented in Fig. 4.7; surface density
profiles. The snapshots are chosen so that the gap depths for the disks with and without
the planet are nearly identical.
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The left column shows both 1D and 2D profiles for the planetary gap, while the right column
shows the same for the non-planetary gap. Comparing the azimuthal velocities, we see that
the deviations from normal rotational velocity are nearly identical for both gaps along the
full vertical extent of the disk. Thus, a measurement of δvφ alone is not sufficient evidence
to confirm the existence of an embedded planet.
In the planetary gap, both the vr and vθ components show peaks in the vicinity of the
planet’s orbital radius which are absent in the non-planetary gap. These peaks represent
strong circulations which are driven by the gravitational influence of the planet, and thus
are signatures of the planet’s influence on the disk. However, these signatures are roughly an
order of magnitude smaller than the δvφ signature, making their detection in velocity maps
particularly challenging. Their vertical extent is also quite limited; the outflows present
in the vr component weaken quickly with height, and so are likely not visible with CO
measurements. The inflows that cause a signature in the vθ component have a larger vertical
extent, of 2-3 scale heights.
We compare our constant-α simulations (with α = 0.001) to our variable-α simulation,
which uses the stress profile described by Equation 2.20. Both simulations have Mp = 1MJ .
The two models are very similar, with most of the global features remaining the same. The
gap in the variable-α model is somewhat shallower than the constant-α model, with Σ
Σ0
increasing by ≈ 1.4. The deviation amplitude in δvφ is slightly smaller than the constant-α
simulation, and so the measured value of ∆ (δvrot) would also be smaller. Close to the region




We have examined how different assumptions on the disk stress profile affect its velocity
structure, and how the velocity structure in turn affects its subsequent evolution. We find
that the radial velocity profile of the disk is very sensitive to the stress profile that is chosen;
however, as long as the vertically integrated stress is the same, the evolution of the disk’s
global surface density is unaffected. We also find that steep dropoffs at the outer edge of the
disk, which are normally explained by phenomenon external to the disk such as truncation
or photoevaporation, can also be explained by a disk with a radially-varying α profile.
In our study of three-dimensional velocity flows of a planet opening a gap in the disk,
we are able to see how different velocity components follow different components of the
planet-disk system. The radial velocity vr traces out the spiral wake of the planet, while
the sub-/super-Keplerian velocity δvφ traces out the edges of the gap. We see meridian
circulation in the azimuthally averaged velocity maps, and are able to identify components
of the circulation process across the vertical extent of the disk.
The deviation amplitude at the gap edge is consistent with previous 2D studies at the
midplane. However, by comparing the gap carved by the planet to a gap that is non-planetary
in nature, we find that the deviation from Keplerian rotation is a feature of the gap and
not necessarily a signature of the planet itself. Examining the velocity field throughout the
disk reveals some velocity signatures that are unique to the planet, but they are highly non-
axisymmetric, limited in their vertical extent, and are an order of magnitude smaller than the
velocity signatures caused at the gap edge. Thus, they are not easily visible in azimuthally
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averaged velocity maps and may also be difficult to detect with current observations.
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